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Mistletoe And Murder A Murder Most Unladylike Mystery
Auld Lang Syne with a Twist As Collette Hammond orchestrates an elaborate New Year's Eve wedding reception for her
brother in St. Paul's historic Union Depot, she never anticipates the evening might end in her own mysterious death. She
collapses just beforemidnight. A fresh needle mark suggests narcotics. St. Paul police detectives Pete Culnane and
Martin Tierney are called away from their holiday celebrations to investigate, launching a trip through a labyrinth of
intrigue and deception.
When an unpopular St. Eves' resident is found dead, the shadow of suspicion falls upon a familiar face returning to the
town, a group of visiting newcomers, and a trusted friend to many. As Charlotte Costello digs ever-deeper in her quest to
find the murderer, more lives are thrown into peril, and the race to stop a killer from striking again is on...
Just in time for the holidays! Knopf Canada publishes four Christmastime murder stories by P. D. James (two featuring a
young Adam Dalgliesh), which together add up to an unexpected gift following her death in 2014. As the acknowledged
"Queen of Crime," P. D. James was frequently commissioned by newspapers and magazines to write a special short
story for Christmas. Four of the best have been collected together for the first time in one volume in a beautiful hardback
edition. P. D. James's understanding of human nature illuminates each of these stories, making them ideal reading for
the darkest days of the year. Each treats the reader to her masterfully atmospheric storytelling, a mystery to be solved,
and enjoyable puzzles to keep the reader guessing. With wry humour, she pays tribute to her English crime-writing
forebears, delighting in the secrets that lurk beneath the surface at enforced family gatherings and in old country
houses--from the title story about a strained family reunion on Christmas Eve, to another about an illicit affair that ends in
murder, and two cases that introduce James's poet-detective Adam Dalgliesh as a young detective sergeant.
One minute, probation officer Mallory Larsen is handing out hand-knitted Christmas gifts. The next, there's a gun at her
head—and a bomb exploding. Fellow probation officer Shamus Burke saves her life, and she'll be sure to thank him for
it…once she gets his assistance again. A girl's life depends on Mallory, and no one but Shamus can help her do what
needs to be done. As the threats against Mallory escalate, she shows Shamus she won't back down on saving
anyone—including him. But now someone's dead set on stopping them both from ever celebrating Christmas together.
TWELVE NIGHTS AND COUNTING DOWN TO CHRISTMAS Every Christmas the threats started again. They came
delivered in red greeting cards, and this year Romana was forced to take them seriously. Even if it meant turning to
Jacob Knight-the sexy detective she'd always kept at arm's length. After seven years, he was bigger, stronger and more
man than she was prepared for. His dark past endangered Romana-but only his arms could provide protection from the
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convicted killer bent on exacting revenge. And as the nights grew longer and more difficult, their passions threatened to
erupt-and expose them to dangers as irresistible as they were reckless.
A killer has struck again in this small Texas town this time at Christmas... For fourteen years, Dalton Butler has believed
his high school sweetheart's death was murder, not suicide. So when another young girl is killed in the same manner, the
handsome rancher partners with beautiful and determined detective Leanne West. Together, they work to expose the
predator in their midst. Then their investigation takes an even nastier turn. Can they bring this killer to justice before
Christmas is ruined--for good?
Fans of Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries and Enola Holmes will love the first five books in the exciting Wells & Wong
historical mystery series, now available together in one collectible paperback boxed set! Daisy Wells and Hazel Wong
both have a penchant for solving mysteries. In fact, outspoken Daisy is a self-described Sherlock Holmes, and she
appoints wallflower Hazel as her own personal Watson when they form their own (secret!) detective agency. The only
problem? There is nothing to investigate at the perfectly proper Deepdean School for Girls they both attend. Or is there?
Follow Daisy and Hazel as they put their deductive skills and friendship to the test to solve a series of murders most
unladylike involving a teacher’s disappearing body, a poisoning at a high society tea party, a sinister slaying aboard the
Orient Express, a brutal bully’s demise at their school’s Bonfire Night, and a holiday homicide in the stairwells of
Cambridge. This entertaining paperback boxed set includes: Murder Is Bad Manners Poison Is Not Polite First Class
Murder Jolly Foul Play Mistletoe and Murder
Alec Stratman comes home to Twin Oaks, Virginia, after his Army retirement to contemplate his reentry into civilian life.
Instead he's greeted with the murder of his beloved Great-Aunt Heloise.For Isabella Montoya, the loss of Heloise
Stratman Thatcher goes beyond the end of a job. Heloise had encouraged Isabella to follow her dreams and helped fund
her studies. Now, accused of her mentor's murder, Isabella is scrambling to prove her innocence.Since his great-aunt
had written glowing letters about Isabella, Alec is unwilling to believe the police's suspicion of the former housekeeper.
Instead, he works to help clear her name.Will Isabella and Alec be able to navigate the secrets that threaten to derail
their budding romance and uncover the truth about Heloise's death before the killer strikes again?
’Tis the season for celebrating when Gia Morelli’s holidays include both a wedding and yuletide festivities. Until
someone naughty delivers a most unwanted Christmas gift—murder. . . For a native New Yorker, palm trees and warm
temperatures don’t equal winter, much less Christmastime. Nevertheless, Gia Morelli’s friends have decked the halls
and trimmed the trees to truly welcome her into their “family” with an old-fashioned Boggy Creek, Florida holiday season.
Even more joyous, Savannah Mills is getting married on Christmas Eve—the greatest gift Gia could ever wish for her best
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friend. But when Gia and Savannah stop by the caterer for a final tasting a week before the wedding, they overhear
another bride arguing with her son about her husband-to-be. Moments later, the woman is sampling a piece of wedding
cake—gorgeously decorated with mistletoe frosting—then suddenly dies. Now Gia’s caterer friends are the prime suspects
in what appears to be murder by poisoning. To clear their names and ensure Savannah has a merry matrimony will
require Gia to conjure up a Christmas miracle . . . Includes recipes from the All-Day Breakfast Café! Praise for Lena
Gregory “As breezy and salty as a gust of wind off the chilly bay waters.” —Juliet Blackwell, New York Times bestselling
author of the Witchcraft Mysteries on Death at First Sight “An intriguing opening to a fun new series.” —E. J. Copperman,
national bestselling author of the Haunted Guesthouse Mysteries on Death at First Sight “Hold on to your plates for this
fast-paced mystery that will leave you hungering for more!” —J.C. Eaton, author of the Sophie Kimball Mysteries, on
Scone Cold Killer “It’s fast paced, [Gregory] never misses a beat. There’s mystery mixed with just a small hint of
romance and paranormal activity. It’s the perfect blend for cozy mystery fans. I’m hoping to read more in this captivating
series.” —Socrates Book Review on Occult and Battery
Jingle your way through holiday mayhem, mischief and murder. Mistletoe & Murder is a festive boxed set of six (6) cozy
Christmas mysteries--five (5) short stories and one (1) full-length novel. A limited edition of fun, holiday-themed
whodunnits written by WSJ, USA Today and Amazon bestselling authors. C'mon, cuddle up with a mug of hot chocolate
and a book of stories that you won't want to put down. It'll put you in the mood for everyone's favorite time of the
year.Authors in Mistletoe & Murder Boxed SetAbby L. VandiverSonia ParinKathryn DionneConstance BarkerAni
GonzalezZanna Mackenzie
Christmas in Tranquility, New Jersey, means togetherness for the Italian-American Ferrara family--and an unexpected
reunion for Alberta Scaglione. But someone has murder on their holiday wish list... Alberta is delighted that her estranged
daughter has arrived in Tranquility, even if Lisa Marie has an ulterior motive. Her son, Alberta's twenty-one-year-old
grandson, Sergio, hasn't been heard from in six months, shortly after taking up with a woman named Natalie. Maybe
Alberta and her crime-reporting partner-in-sleuthing granddaughter, Jinx, can track him down before Christmas? After
some fruitless searching, the Ferraras take a break to attend the Mistletoe Ball, a fundraiser for the local hospital. But the
night takes a chilling turn when a snowman decoration splits open, revealing a body. Lisa Marie screams that it's
Natalie--and screams again when she sees a man emerge from behind some Christmas trees. The good news is they've
found Sergio. The bad news: he's a prime suspect for murder. It seems Sergio's former squeeze had some shady
secrets. And with more than one family member's future at stake, Alberta and Lisa Marie will have to put their past behind
them and work together, or it'll be a blue, blue Christmas...
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What happens when small-town murder meets a big-hearted café owner? Light, clean, fun, cozy mysteries, set in an
English coastal town, with characters who'll stay with you long after you've finished reading, and recipes to try for
yourself. No gore, graphic language, sex or violence, and no cliffhangers! Christmas comes but once a year, but murder
visits more often... When an unpopular St. Eves' resident is found dead, the shadow of suspicion falls upon a familiar
face returning to the town, a group of visiting newcomers, and a trusted friend to many. As reluctant amateur sleuth
Charlotte Costello digs ever-deeper in her quest to find the murderer, more lives are thrown into peril, and the race to
stop a killer from striking again is on. And who is playing Secret Santa? This is the seventh book in the Charlotte Denver
Cozy Mystery series, and is a clean mystery read with no graphic violence, profanity or sex. Cozy murder mystery series,
cozy murder mystery, cozy murder mystery books, cozy murder, cozy mystery, cozy mysteries, cozy romance mystery,
amateur sleuth, female amateur sleuth, British cozy mystery, British cosy mystery, culinary cozy mystery, culinary cozy
mystery series, cozy mystery with recipes, small-town mystery, lighthearted cozy mystery, happy endings, standalone
cozy mystery, international cozy mystery, clean cozy mystery, cozy mystery with dog, animal cozy mystery, quirky
characters, nosy old women
HOLLY, MISTLETOE & MURDER The stabbing of Henry Hardwick, in his shop, weeks before Christmas seems to lack
motive. However the police have a suspect because the murder weapon is found in her bag. Can Sophie solve the
mystery and clear her name? This is the seventh and last book of the series. Unless there is one yet to be told!
Traditional Chinese edition of The Lighthouse (Adam Dalgliesh Mystery Series #13). P D James is the queen of crime.
Other P D James's Adam Dalgliesh novels are also available in traditional Chinese. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
Back in a brand new edition, Carola Dunn's Mistletoe and Murder is a classic Christmas Daisy Dalrymple mystery for new
fans and old. In December 1923, the formidable Dowager Viscountess Dalrymple has decided that for Christmas the
family will all gather at Brockdene in Cornwall at the invitation of Lord Westmoor. Her daughter - Daisy Dalrymple
Fletcher - is something less than pleased but yields to the demands of her mother, especially as she'll be there just
before the holidays working on another article for Town and Country about the estate itself. But the family gathering
quickly goes awry. Brockdene, it seems, is only occupied by the Norvilles - poor relations of Lord Westmoor - and
Westmoor himself won't be joining them. So Daisy, her husband Detective Chief Inspector Alec Fletcher of Scotland
Yard, and their family must spend their Christmas holiday trapped in an ancestral estate with a rich history of lore, ghost
stories, rumors of hidden treasure and secret passageways with a family seething with resentments, grudges and a
faintly scandalous history. The veneer of civility that pervades the halls of Brockdene, however, begins to wear thin when
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long-held family secrets threaten to bubble over, and one of the Christmas guests is found savagely murdered. With few
clues as to who committed the murder and with too many motives as to why, it is once again up to Daisy to sort out the
truth that lies beneath a generation of poisonous secrets.
Introducing a sleuth that“mothers everywhere will identify with”—first in the long-running series from the New York Times
bestselling author(Publishers Weekly). As if baking holiday cookies, knitting a sweater for her husband’s gift, and making
her daughter’s angel costume for the church pageant weren’t enough things for Lucy Stone’s busy Christmas schedule,
she’s also working nights at the famous mail-order company Country Cousins. But when she discovers Sam Miller, its
very wealthy founder, dead in his car from an apparent suicide, the sleuth in her knows something just doesn’t smell
right. Taking time out from her hectic holiday life to find out what really happened, Lucy’s investigation leads to a backlog
of secrets as long as Santa’s Christmas Eve route. She is convinced that someone murdered Sam Miller. But who and
why? With each harrowing twist she uncovers in this bizarre case, another shocking revelation is exposed. Now, as
Christmas draws near and Lucy gets dangerously closer to the truth, she’s about to receive a present from Santa she
didn’t ask for—a killer who won’t be satisfied until everyone on his shopping list is dead, including Lucy herself . . . Praise
for the Lucy Stone Mystery series “A solid mystery.”—San Francisco Chronicle “A surprising and intelligently constructed
plot.”—Cape Cod Times “Lucy Stone is an endearing sleuth.”—Dorothy Cannell “Leslie Meier has created a town I’d like
to live in and a sleuth I’d love to meet.”—Jill Churchill
Meet the witches of Country Acres Coven, Kensleigh Landing East, where the suburbs and the supernatural just happen
to overlap. Mischa, Ellie, and Poe are more than just best friends and neighbors—they also form a coven of witches living
right in the middle of a sleepy suburban town in North Carolina. They make the perfect neighborhood watch and always
have an eye on what’s going on in their town. So, when a blonde bombshell with a mysterious past moves in, they’re
understandably curious. Especially when, hours later, another neighbor drops dead. Did their new neighbor murder their
old one? Or did someone else want grumpy Edith Whitlow dead? It’s up to the witches to solve Edith’s murder, but with
PTA meetings, full-time jobs, and two talking cats underfoot, can they catch the culprit in time for their annual Christmas
party? If you're a fan of funny witches and (sometimes) desperate housewives, you'll love this! This is a short, fun read
that introduces the characters in the Suburban Witch series. This short origin story originally appeared in the anthology,
'Spells and Jinglebells'. Suburban Witch Series reading order: Magic, Mistletoe, & Murder Demons Don't Play Fair Spells
Like Teen Spirit (Short story) Date With Death Spellbound & Starcrossed Once Upon A Coven
Mistletoe magic or the kiss of death? Alexandra Cohen is determined to show her boss she has what it takes to be
manager of The Springs Café on the outskirts of Ashton Point. She's smart and with the addition of CC's Simply
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Cupcakes, sales have sky-rocketed. The town is in full holiday spirit and with the Christmas Fair fast approaching, Alex
has to work twice as hard to keep her interfering ex-boyfriend, out of the picture before he destroys her life forever. After
reluctantly agreeing to run the kissing booth at the fair, Alex has to deal with a continuous line of male customers, as well
as an ex who has ignored her requests to leave her alone. But the day is really tarnished when Alex stumbles across a
body on the ground of her kissing booth dressed as Santa. The evidence is gathering against her and Alex must decide if
she should let the police do their job and pray they do it well or if she should take matters into her own hands. With the
help of the McCorrson sisters, Alex must investigate so she doesn't become the town scapegoat and forced to spend
Christmas behind bars. This is Book 4 in The Cupcake Capers Series and may contain elements of humour, drama and
danger. However, it will definitely not contain any of the following potentially lethal substances: Swearing or profanity.
Gore or graphic scenes. Cliff-hangers or unsolved endings.
A heartwarming collection of holiday mysteries full of merriment . . . and murder! Wreath Between the Lines by Daryl
Wood Gerber The Agatha Award–winning author of Sifting Through Clues returns to the Cookbook Nook, where Jenna
Hart is busy decking the halls and ducking a killer . . . The holidays are Jenna Hart’s favorite time of year, but just as
she’s decorating the Cookbook Nook for all the festive events, her imperious older sister makes a surprise visit, anxious
that her husband’s been more naughty than nice. To make matters worse, her father’s good friend Jake shows up on
her doorstep with a frantic report that his friend has been murdered—trussed with Christmas lights and impaled with a tree
star . . . Breaking the Mould by Victoria Hamilton In this Christmas-themed Vintage Kitchen Mystery from the author of
Cast Iron Alibi, when the town’s resident Scrooge is found dead, Jaymie says Bah humbug! to murder . . . Now that
Thanksgiving’s behind her, vintage cookware enthusiast Jaymie Leighton Müller is excitedly making plans for the
upcoming Dickens Days festival—the town’s month-long celebration leading up to Christmas. With a hot cider booth on
the village green to warm the hearts and bodies of the townsfolk and a diorama featuring a scene from A Christmas
Carol, things are shaping up for a festive season—until the town’s local Scrooge is found murdered, a vintage pudding
mould covering his cracked skull . . . The Twelve Dice of Christmas by Gail Oust Welcome to Serenity Cove, a peaceful
Southern community where the residents like to play dice, play golf and, when foul play moves in, play detective . . . With
Christmas fast approaching, Kate McCall and her dice-playing friends get into the holiday spirit by agreeing to help the
elderly Eula Mae Snow decorate her home, even when it means sorting through a veritable blizzard of the older
woman’s knickknacks. Intent on doing a good deed and digging up a bright collection of seasonal decorations, Kate is
stopped dead in her tracks when instead she discovers the skeleton of a man showing clear signs of foul play . . .
Includes scrumptious holiday recipes!
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It is almost Christmas and Harroway is starting to get a festive feel. Everyone is excited about the upcoming holidays,
business at the salon is thriving and Bekki and gorgeous Detective Nick Malonie's relationship is flourishing. But then the
dry cleaners is robbed and the owner kills the robber. The dry cleaner claims that it was in self-defense but Bekki
suspects that this might not be as cut and dry as it seems and she goes searching for the truth. Will Bekki discover the
truth in time to have a memorable Christmas? Will Bekki's search for the truth put her in harm's way? Will Bekki finally
commit to a serious relationship with Detective Nick? Join Bekki and the gang for a Christmas special!
"On a Christmas holiday to Cambridge, Daisy and Hazel get caught up in another murder investigation, and a
competition with rival detectives"-Of all the mysteries that Hazel and I have investigated, the Case of the Deepdean Vampire was one of the strangest. It
was not a murder, which was a pity - but I did solve it very cleverly, and so I decided it ought to be written down, so that
other people could read it and be impressed. Camilla Badescu is in the fifth form, and has pale skin, dark hair and red
lips. She comes from Romania (which is practically Transylvania). She doesn't eat at meals. And she seemed to have an
unhealthy influence over another pupil, Amy Jessop. Now, I do not believe in vampires - I am the Honourable Daisy
Wells, after all. But when I heard the rumour that Camilla was seen climbing head-first down a wall, I knew it was time to
investigate...
From USA Today bestselling authors Sally J. Smith & Jean Steffens comes a ho-ho-hilarious Mystic Isle Mystery... 'Tis
the season at The Mansion on Mystic Isle, and Melanie Hamilton, resident tattoo artist at the resort renown for its
supernatural atmosphere, can feel the holiday spirit everywhere in the Louisiana bayou. The festive mood runs deeper
than just the tinsel, mistletoe, and twinkling lights, as the milk of human kindness is flowing with gift giving, good cheer,
and donations. But when Papa Noël turns up as dead as the Ghost of Christmas Past, and all the bounty from a recent
charity drive is stolen, Melanie turns to Jack Stockton, the resort's handsome general manager, to help her find the killer
and get it all back. Who wanted Papa Noël dead and why? Was it the bag of loot they were after, and Papa just got in the
way? Or was it a more personal attack on the jolly man in the red suit? Not only does Mel find herself in a fight to prove
one of her co-workers innocent, but she's also in a race against a ticking clock to save the life of a sick child. Before long,
she closes in on the killer—or maybe it's the killer closing in on Mel! Mystic Isle Mysteries: Mystic Mayhem (book #1)
Mystic Mojo (shorts story in the Killer Beach Reads collection) Mystic Mistletoe Murder (book #2) Mystic Mischief (book
#3) Mystic Deception (book #4) What critics are saying about Sally J. Smith & Jean Steffens: "Charming, cunning and
clever, MYSTIC MAYHEM is a smartly paced murder mystery." —Romance Junkies "Sally J. Smith and Jean Steffens
bring the beauty of the bayou alive with this cozy murder mystery. If you like flirting and fun with your dose of fear this is a
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must-read." —Night Owl Reviews
‘A sparklingly delicious confection to satisfy the mystery reader’s appetite’ Helena Dixon, bestselling author of the Miss
Underhay Mysteries THE PERFECT RECIPE
Fierce and sexy, former Marine Travis Sanchez has always held himself back from the rest of the world, using his tattoos
and piercings as armor. But when the woman he’s wanted for months is threatened, he knows it's time to strip away the
bad boy image and show her just how much he wants to be with her. As one of Red Stone Security’s best contractors,
Travis is trained for almost any situation. But nothing prepares him for the most dangerous threat of all: the one to his
heart. Kind-hearted Noel Baskov’s only wish for the holidays is that her Miami coffee shop has a successful Christmas
season. But her focus on work is interrupted when the family of the young girl she mentors is threatened, and the man
she’s been lusting after for months steps in to handle it. Unfortunately the danger is far from over. Can this sexy and
mysterious warrior protect Noel, or will he be the one to shatter her heart? Note: features a heroine determined to fight for
those she cares about, a protective hero with a very interesting piercing, and some holiday magic. Red Stone Security
Series: 1. No One to Trust 2. Danger Next Door 3. Fatal Deception 4. Miami, Mistletoe & Murder 5. His to Protect 6.
Breaking Her Rules 7. Protecting His Witness 8. Sinful Seduction 9. Under His Protection 10. Deadly Fallout 11. Sworn to
Protect 12. Secret Obsession 13. Love Thy Enemy 14. Dangerous Protector 15. Lethal Game Author Note: All books in
the Red Stone Security series can be read as stand-alone books and in any order.
Harper Jones has it all. Or so she thought, until a series of events sends her world spiraling out of control. In less than
twenty-four hours, she loses her witch's license, her job, and her fiancé. Returning to her magical hometown of Whitefall
Cove for Christmas with nothing but a suitcase and a broken heart, she's determined to enjoy the holiday and start the
new year afresh. Her plans go haywire fast when her old nemesis and high school bully Whitney Sims turns up dead, and
Harper is implicated in her murder. Between a detective who doesn't appreciate her amateur sleuthing skills, running a
bookstore she purchased on a whim, and studying to re-sit her witch's exam, Harper has her hands full. She's
determined to find out whodunit, and clear her name, but she quickly finds the murderer has other plans. Witch Way to
Mistletoe & Murder is a full-length novel, filled with humor, and is the first book in the Witch Way paranormal cozy
mystery series.
Ziggy Breener, the town eccentric, has pedaled his decrepit bicycle around Burnt Cove, Maine for nearly a decade,
picking up empty cans and bottles for the deposit. In all that time, he has avoided talking about his previous life, being
satisfied to live in a one-room shack amidst a rag-tag collection of junk and livestock. The fact is that few people notice
Ziggy riding the roads, and those who do have little interest in where he came from. All that changes when "The Can
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Man" inherits a valuable piece of waterfront land on the prestigious Squirrel Point Road. Sadly, his newfound wealth
brings with it newfound enemies, and worse, old enemies from his past as well. When Ziggy is nearly killed, amateur
sleuths Sarah Cassidy and Oliver Wendell step in to help, but who is the real Ziggy Breener? He won't give them a
straight answer, and it turns out that unraveling their friend's tortured past is a dangerous job, especially when powerful
people are out to give Ziggy the gift of death for Christmas.
Clara Fitzgerald was hoping for a quiet Christmas, but when the elderly Miss Sampford sends out a plea for help
Brighton's first female private detective can hardly refuse. Miss Sampford believes someone is trying to scare her out of
her house. A 'ghost' has her servants handing in their notice and the neighbours talking. Miss Sampford doesn't believe
in ghosts anymore than Clara does, but something sinister is occurring in her home in Berkeley Square, London. Clara
sets off to investigate, but soon finds she has been beaten to it by Mr Andrews, a self-professed ghost hunter who has
been employed by Miss Sampford's nephew, Elijah. To top it all off, Miss Sampford's family descend on her for
Christmas, including William Henry Sampford who has every reason to wish his aunt dead. Is the ghost a means for
murder? Clara is soon convinced that Miss Sampford's life is very much in danger and when one of the Christmas guests
dies under mysterious circumstances she is even more certain the Berkeley Square ghost has murderous intentions. But
can she unmask the killer before real harm comes to Miss Sampford? And what secrets are there in the old woman's
past that make her a target for a killer? Clara is faced with unraveling the past to save her client, while stopping the ghost
from killing again. For more books by Red Raven Publications go to www.facebook.com/RedRavenPublications
A nice family trip away for Christmas is just what Darcy Sweet needs... There's only one problem - trouble tends to follow
her wherever she goes. But she's determined it won't this time... With her track record though, Jon is not convinced. But
hey, what does it matter? Trouble can just as easily find her in Misty Hollow - and it frequently does. So why shouldn't
they take some time to relax at the cozy Hideaway Inn? And if any trouble were to happen, she can handle it... She
hopes. Murder Under the Mistletoe is the 30th book in the Darcy Sweet Cozy Mystery series. If you love paranormal cozy
mysteries, with a touch of romance and family, you'll love the Darcy Sweet Cozy Mystery series.
Two santas, one dead body and a whole caf full of suspects... A festive party turns sour when one of the guests is found
dead. All clues point to Springdale's butcher, Lottie Benson. She's known for her mercurial temper and she was seen
arguing with the victim only the week before.But Lottie's friend Jessie doesn't believe a word of it. Lottie's all bark and no
bite, and she's never been known to hold a grudge. It looks like somebody's setting Lottie up-but whoever it is, they're
incredibly good at covering their tracks.Can Jessie and her friends find the real killer before Lottie is charged with
murder... or worse, becomes a victim herself?
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